LAMINATES
Grade L1
Patterned

A5 Sheer Mesh  B9 Silver Mesh  A9 Steel Mesh  G1 White

G2 Gray  L6 Grey Tigris  K1 Shadow Zephyr  K8 Desert Zephyr

K9 Canyon Zephyr

Solid Color

WHIT Brilliant White  K4 Whitestone  LOFT Loft  S Charcoal  P Black
Woodgrain

D Natural Maple  C Harvest  PINC Pinnacle  H Bourbon Cherry

MOCH Mocha

COGN Congac  F Shaker Cherry  N Mahogany

Build

LBA1 Blue Agave  LBG1 Pomegranate  LKW1 Kiwi  LTG1 Tangerine

Grade L2

LPE1 Phantom Ecru  LNR1 Natural Recon  LPT1 Portico Teak  LSW1 Skyline Walnut  LLA1 Lowell Ash
Casegoods, Workstations, and Tables

Solid Color and Patterned Laminates
All patterned and solid laminate surfaces have been carefully engineered to provide complementary tones of HON paint finishes. These surfaces reflect user needs for strength, durability and gloss. HON desktops meet performance standards of NEMA Publication LD-2005.

All Laminates
All laminate surfaces have been engineered to provide authentic color and gloss, as well as strength and durability. HON desktops meet performance standards of NEMA Publication LD3-2005.

NOTE: HON laminate colors are not available on all products. Please refer to current HON List Pricer for availability.

NOTE: The photographic reproduction of finishes is a high speed printing process. Actual samples should be obtained before making finish selections. Please refer to current HON List Pricer for availability.

Color may vary due to screen quality. To ensure complete color accuracy, please order a memo sample.